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Date: October 16, 2009 

To: Steve Stewart, Carrboro Town Manager 
From: Christine Westfall, Community Home Trust 
Copy: James Harris, JeffKleaveland, Robert Dowling 

Subject: Legends at Lake Hogan Affordable Housing Pricing 

Jeff Kleaveland asked me to review David Weekley Homes' proposal for pricing 
affordable housing for the Legends at Lake Hogan project. 1reviewed the September 15"' 
memorandum and have the following comments: 

I.	 David Weekley Homes' assumptions for monthly housing cost expenses, 
including insurance, homeowners' association dues, and property taxes seem 
reasonable to me and in line with expenses we see on our Home Trust properties. 
However, the buyers ofthese homes may also have to pay private mortgage 
insurance (PMI), which could add $60 to $80 a month to their housing expenses. 
The Town might want to request that David Weekley Homes add PMI to their 
affordability calculations. 

1would also like to note that while these expense assumptions are in line with 
today's figures, the actual cost of these items may rise, due to inflation, by the time 
these homes close. 

David Weekley calculates that after the above expenses are taken into account, a 
family earning $45,650 a year would have $651 left over to pay their mortgage 
(principle and interest), if their housing payment does not exceed 30% of their 
gross monthly income. Our amortization spreadsheets show that a mortgage 
payment of$651 corresponds to a loan amount of$114,655. David Weekley 
calculations return a loan amount of$142,035. If$114,655 is the correct amount, 
than that would represent the maximum price that would be affordable to 
households of2 at 80% of the area median income. 

2.	 David Weekley Homes' memo does not outline their plan for maintaining the 
affordability of the homes upon resale, so 1cannot comment on this aspect oftheir 
affordable housing plan. 

1would be happy to answer any questions you have about our calculations or this 
memorandum, and can be reached at (919) 967-1545 ext 305. 
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